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Abstract
Accurate modelling of an autonomous ground vehicle (AGV) is challenging due to strong nonlinearity, model perturba-
tions and external disturbances. This necessitates the design of path tracking controllers with robustness. In this paper,
an integrated control strategy for path tracking and handling stability of AGVs is proposed, leveraging a four-wheel steer-
ing (4WS) system. To address the path tracking problem, a fuzzy logic-based steering strategy is developed, which
enables parameter self-adjustment based on displacement error. Additionally, a reference model is employed to trans-
form the path tracking problem into a reference signal tracking problem, ensuring the handling stability of vehicles. A
sliding mode controller is designed to track the reference signal, utilizing an extended state observer to estimate and
compensate for unmodeled dynamics and unknown external disturbances in real-time. Simulation results demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed strategy in accurately tracking the desired path while maintaining the lateral stability of
the vehicle. Furthermore, the strategy exhibits strong robustness against uncertainties and disturbances.
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Introduction

Among the applications of intelligent transportation
systems, the AGV has great advantages in terms of
driving behaviour prediction, energy consumption and
traffic accident reduction.1 The technologies of the
AGV include environment perception, path planning
and path tracking.2–4 One focus of the study is to
design robust control strategies to track a reference
path addressing the challenges posed by nonlinearity,
uncertainty and disturbances in AGVs.5

Currently, much research has been proposed for
path tracking of achieving strong robustness, including
PID control, linear control method (such as preview-
follower theory, triple-step control and H‘ control) and
nonlinear control method (such as sliding mode control
and model predictive control). A robust controller uti-
lizing a fractional-order proportional integral derivative
method is explored,6 where a kinematic model is
adopted. The preview-follower theory based on a
point-mass model has been adopted, which directly uses

road information rather than vehicle dynamic informa-
tion.7–10 A triple-step controller, which handles model
uncertainties and disturbances, is proposed.11 Robust
H‘ controllers are presented,12,13 which can deal with
the parametric uncertainties in vehicles. The sliding
mode control methods based on nonsingular terminal
are investigated to achieve fast path tracking.14–16
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A robust control method using nonsingular terminal-
based sliding mode is discussed, which takes into
account the uncertainties in vehicles.17 Model predictive
control, which has the advantage of explicitly handling
kinematic constraints, dynamic constraints and actua-
tor constraints of vehicles, is adopted to achieve path
tracking.18–20 Aiming at the path tracking problems of
wheeled mobile robots, a receding horizon controller is
designed,21 in which both asymptotic convergence and
feasibility of the optimization problem are proved.
Deep learning methods have been applied in the path
tracking for AGVs.22,23 However, challenges such as
the opaque nature, computational complexity and net-
work architecture still need to be addressed.

Furthermore, enhancing vehicle handling stability is an
effective approach to ensure safe operation of vehicles.
Therefore, another focus of the study is to guarantee the
handling stability of AGVs during the path tracking pro-
cess. The chassis technologies can typically be categorized
into three main methods: steering methods, suspension con-
trol methods and drive/brake control methods. Aiming at
four-wheel-independent-drive electric vehicles, a composite
control strategy is proposed, in which a nonlinear distur-
bance observer is designed to estimate the disturbance, and
a super-twisting second-order sliding mode is designed for
the path-tracking problem.24 In particular, the 4WS tech-
nology has garnered significant attention due to its flexible
steering mode, as it can effectively enhance vehicle handling
stability and active safety. Currently, the handling stability
control methods of 4WS vehicles can typically be categor-
ized into feedforward control, that is, proportional con-
trol,25 and feedforward and feedback control characterized
by transforming the path tracking problem into a reference
signal tracking problem.26–29 Most studies adopt the direct
provision of front wheel steering angle and only consider
the control of the handling stability of vehicles with four-
wheel steering system. However, those approaches fail to
address the issue of autonomous vehicles being able to
achieve accurate path tracking. Exceptionally, a control
strategy is proposed for 4WS vehicles, utilizing a PID driver
model to follow the reference path accurately.29 In addition,
a triple-step controller is designed to effectively track the ref-
erence signals. Nevertheless, this approach ignores unmea-
sured states, uncertainties and disturbances in vehicles.

Although extensive research has been conducted in
the field of AGVs, there are still several critical issues
that require consideration. Accurately modelling AGVs
with 4WS is a challenging task due to strong nonlinear-
ity, model perturbations and external disturbances.
Therefore, the design of a robust control strategy is cru-
cial to achieve precise path tracking while ensuring the
handling stability of 4WS vehicles. This paper intro-
duces an integrated control strategy for AGVs that
takes into account both path tracking performance and
handling stability. For clarity and convenience in subse-
quent discussions, we will use the abbreviation ‘LSC’
(lateral stability controller) to refer to this strategy. The
main contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) The proposed controller enables dynamic adjust-
ment of the parameters of the steering controller
based on the AGV’s path tracking performance.

(2) To enhance the active safety and handling stabi-
lity of AGVs, an extended state observer-based
sliding mode control (ESO-SMC) is proposed.
The uncertainties in the AGV are modelled as
lumped disturbance terms and estimated using an
extended state observer (ESO). Additionally, the
convergence stability of the ESO-SMC is rigor-
ously proven.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows:
Section ‘Problem setup’ is the problem setup. Section
‘Lateral stability controller’ introduces the design pro-
cess of the lateral stability controller. Section
‘Simulation’ verifies the effectiveness of the proposed
controller through simulation. The conclusion is drawn
in Section ‘Conclusion’.

Problem setup

The control objectives of AGVs include path tracking
and lateral stability improvement As shown in Figure
1, the total framework of the proposed scheme includes
four modules. (1) According to the reference path froad,
vehicle’s lateral displacement Y and lateral velocity _Y,
the steering strategy first determines the reference front
wheel angle d�f . (2) The reference model constructs the
reference signals according to the reference front wheel
angle, that is, b� and g�, and transforms the path track-
ing problem into the tracking problem of reference sig-
nals. (3) The extended state observer simultaneously
observes lumped disturbances and unmeasured states.
(4) An ESO-SMC is designed to accurately track the
reference signal in the presence of disturbances. The
proposed scheme can track the reference path.

Remark 1. The steering strategy module gives a refer-
ence front wheel angle that can make the vehicle track the
reference path, which directly determines the performance of
path tracking. Additionally, the reference model provides ref-
erence signals for a front-wheel angle. It ensures that the driv-
ing trajectory of the 4WS vehicle remains consistent with that
of the front-wheel steering vehicle and maintains vehicle han-
dling stability. The ESO-SMC is designed to robustly track
the above reference signals, which indirectly affects the vehicle
trajectory.

Remark 2. Note that the reference path is determined by
path planning based on environmental perception, which
is out of the scope of this paper.

Lateral stability controller

Steering strategy based on Fuzzy logics

The steering strategy is designed based on the single-
point preview model. Considering the model
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complexity, time delay and nonlinearity of vehicles, the
steering strategy combined with fuzzy algorithm and
PID control is proposed, which can achieve self-tuning
of parameters.

The deviation diagram of vehicle driving trajectory is
shown in Figure 2, where Y tð Þ is the vehicle’s lateral dis-
placement, _Y tð Þ is the vehicle’s lateral velocity, t is the
time instant, froad t+Tð Þ represents the preview point
and T is the preview time.

Define the road deviation as

e tð Þ= froad t+Tð Þ � Y t+Tð Þ ð1Þ

Since Y t+Tð Þ � Y tð Þ’T _Y tð Þ,

e tð Þ’froad t+Tð Þ � Y tð Þ � T _Y tð Þ ð2Þ

With PID, the ideal front wheel angle is

d�f = kpe tð Þ+ ki

ðt
0

e tð Þdt+ kd
de tð Þ
dt

ð3Þ

where kp is the proportional gain, ki is the integral gain
and kd is the derivative gain.

Furthermore, a fuzzy logic is adopted to regulate the
PID parameters online.30,31 The framework of the

steering strategy of the AGV is shown in Figure 3,
where the road deviation e and deviation derivative _e
are the input variables of fuzzy logic as well. The fuzzy
logic modifies values of kp, ki, kd, that is, incremental
variables D kp, D ki, D kd are set by fuzzy logic.

Define the domain scopes of e, _e,D kp,D ki,D kd as
�6, 6½ �. The fuzzy variables can be expressed as

NB NM NS ZO PS PM PB½ �

which present negative big, negative medium, negative
small, zero, positive small, positive medium and posi-
tive big, respectively. The membership functions of all
parameters are in triangular distribution, as shown in
Figure 4.

Define the domain scopes of e, _e,D kp,D ki,D kd as
�6, 6½ �. The fuzzy rules of D kp,D ki,D kd are shown in
Tables 1 to 3.

Figure 1. The control system of AGVs.

Figure 2. Deviation diagram of driving trajectory.

Figure 3. Steering strategy.

Figure 4. Membership function of e, _e, D kp, D ki, D kd.
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Then, the ideal front wheel steering angle is

d�f = k�pe tð Þ+ k�i

ðt
0

e tð Þdt+ k�d
de tð Þ
dt

ð4Þ

where k�p=kp +D kp, k
�
i=ki +D ki and k�d=kd +D kd.

Reference model

The ideal steering characteristic of vehicles has the ideal
steering sensitivity and stable vehicle body attitude. In this
subsection, a reference model is established, which trans-
forms the ideal front wheel angle to an ideal yaw rate and
an ideal sideslip angle, that is, transforms the path tracking
problem into a reference signal tracking problem.32,33

_xd =Adxd +Bdud ð5Þ

with

Ad =
� 1

tb
0

0 � 1
tg

" #
,Bd =

kb

tb

kg

tg

" #

where xd = b� g�½ �T and ud = ½d�f � respectively repre-
sent the state and input of reference model, g� is the
ideal yaw rate, b� is the ideal sideslip angle, d�f is the
ideal front wheel angle,

kg =
kfkr a+ bð Þv

kfkr a+ bð Þ2 �mv2 akf � bkr
� �

is the steady state gain, tb and tg are the time constants,
kb is the ideal centroid sideslip angle gain.

Table 1. Fuzzy control rule of Dkp.

_e NB NM NS ZO PS PM PB
Dkp

e

NB PB PB PM PM PS ZO ZO
NM PB PB PM PS PS ZO NS
NS PB PM PM PS ZO NS NS
ZO PM PM PS ZO NS NM NM
PS PS PS ZO NS NS NM NB
PM PS ZO NS NM NM NM NB
PB ZO ZO NM NM NM NB NB

Table 2. Fuzzy control rule of Dki.

_e NB NM NS ZO PS PM PB
Dki

e

NB NB NB NM NM NS ZO ZO
NM NB NB NM NS NS ZO ZO
NS NB NM NS NS ZO PS PS
ZO NM NM NS ZO PS PM PM
PS NS NS ZO PS PS PM PB
PM ZO ZO PS PS PM PB PB
PB ZO ZO PS PM PM PB PB

Table 3. Fuzzy control rule of Dkd.

_e NB NM NS ZO PS PM PB
Dkd

e

NB PS NS NB NB NB NM PS
NM PS NS NB NM NM NS ZO
NS ZO NS NM NM NS NS ZO
ZO ZO NS NS NS NS NS ZO
PS ZO ZO ZO ZO ZO ZO ZO
PM PB NS PS PS PS PS PB
PB PB PM PM PM PS PS PB
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ESO-SMC

Aiming at tracking the reference signals, that is, b� and
g�, and observing disturbances and unmeasured states
in AGVs, an ESO-SMC is presented.

Vehicle model. Supposing that the longitudinal speed is
constant. As shown in Figure 5, a two degree-of-
freedom (DOF) vehicle model based on a four-wheel
steering (4WS) chassis technology is presented.34,35

Compared with the front-wheel steering vehicle, the
4WS can effectively improve the lateral stability and
active safety of the vehicle.26,36

mvx( _b+ g)=� kf + kr
� �

b� g

vx
akf � bkr
� �

+ kfdf + krdr +Fd

Iz _g =� akf � bkr
� �

b� g

vx
a2kf � b2kr
� �

+ akfdf � bkrdr + lwFd

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð6Þ

where m is the vehicle mass, af and ar are the sideslip
angles of the front and rear tyre respectively, Fy f and Fy r

are tyre lateral forces, a and b are the distance from the
centre of gravity to the front and rear axle respectively, b is
the sideslip angle in the vehicle body, vx is longitudinal
speed, vy is the lateral speed, g is the yaw rate, Iz is the yaw
moment of inertia, lw represents the horizontal distance
from the centre of the wind pressure to the centre of mass
of vehicle, Fd represents the transverse force caused by the
crosswind and X is the longitudinal displacement.

Denote the state vector x= b g½ �T, and choose the
system output y= g. The vehicle model (6) is rewritten as

_x=Ax+Bu+E1Fd

y=Cx
ð7Þ

where

A=

� kf + kr
mvx

bkr � akf
mv2x

� 1

bkr � akf
Iz

� a2kf + b2kr
Izvx

2
6664

3
7775,

B=

kf
mvx

kr
mvx

akf
Iz

� bkr
Iz

2
664

3
775,

E1 =
1

mvx

lw
Iz

� �T
,C= 0 1½ �,

ð8Þ

and u= df dr½ �T is the system input.
Considering the modelling uncertainties, the vehicle

model (7) can be reformulated as

_x= A+DA½ �x+ B+DB½ �u +E1Fd

y=Cx
ð9Þ

where DA and DB represent the parametric
perturbations.

Then, (9) can be reformulated as

_x=Ax+B u+ d½ �
y=Cx

ð10Þ

where d= d1 d2½ �T represents the lumped disturbance
that contains external disturbances and modelling
errors.37

Remark 3. The system dynamics with parametric pertur-
bations can be represented by the tracking state equation

_x= A+DA½ �x+ B+DB½ �u ð11Þ

where x 2 <n is the state vector, u 2 <r is the known input
vector, A 2 <n3n, DA 2 <n3n, B 2 <n3r and DB 2 <n3r.

The parametric perturbations can be represented as38

DA tð Þ=
PNA

i=1

ai tð ÞAi

DB tð Þ=
PNB

i=1

bi tð ÞBi

ð12Þ

where A1, � � � ,Aif g is the basis of the real number field
Rn3n, NA = n3n, B1, � � � ,Bif g is the basis of the real
number field Rn3r, NB = n3r, ai and bi are scalar time
varying factors. Each equation of (12) is given by a lin-
ear combination of those scalar time varying factors with
constant matrices Ai and Bi.

Thus, the parametric variations can be represented by
the unknown input term, that is,

E2dp tð Þ=DAx+DBu

where

E2 = A1 � � � ANA
B1 � � � BNB

½ �

Figure 5. Two degree-of-freedom vehicle model.
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and

dp tð Þ= a1 tð Þx � � � aNA
tð Þx b1 tð Þu � � � bNB

tð Þu½ �T

Then, the system dynamics with parametric perturbations
can be rewritten as

_x=Ax+Bu+E2dp

Thus, the lumped disturbance d in (10) is

d= d1 d2½ �T =B�1 E1Fd +E2dp
� �

The ESO is established as follows, which can simultane-
ously observe the unmeasurable state b and the distur-
bance d. The system (10) is rewritten as

_x1 = a11x1 + a12x2 + b11u1 + b12u2 + b11d1 + b12d2
_x2 = a21x1 + a22x2 + b21u1 + b22u2 + b21d1 + b22d2
y= x2

ð13Þ

where x1 =b, x2 = g, u1 = df, u2 = dr, aij and bij are
the coefficients of the i� th row and the j� th column
of the matrix A and B respectively, i, j 2 1, 2f g.

Define the disturbances of d1 and d2 extra two
extended states x3 and x4, respectively, that is, x3 = d1
and x4 = d2, and rewrite (13) as

_x1 = a11x1 + a12x2 + b11u1 + b12u2 + b11x3 + b12x4
_x2 = a21x1 + a22x2 + b21u1 + b22u2 + b21x3 + b22x4
_x3 =u1

_x4 =u2

y= x2

ð14Þ

where u1 and u2 are the differential of d1 and d2
respectively.

An ESO for the system (14) is

_z1 = a11z1 + a12z2 + b11u1 + b12u2
+ b11z3 + b12z4 � a1 ŷ� yð Þ

_z2 = a21z1 + a22z2 + b21u1 + b22u2
+ b21z3 + b22z4 � a2 ŷ� yð Þ

_z3 =� a3 ŷ� yð Þ
_z4 =� a4 ŷ� yð Þ
ŷ= z2

ð15Þ

where a1, a2, a3 and a4 represent the observer gains, ŷ
is the output, z1, z2, z3 and z4 represent the observed
values of x1, x2, d1 and d2. Note that d1 and d2 in (13)
is approximated by z3 and z4.

Define an error system as

_e=Le+Bu1u1 +Bu2u2 ð16Þ

where ei = xi � zi, i 2 1, 2, 3, 4f g,

L=

a11 a12 � a1 b11 b12
a21 a22 � a2 b21 b22
0 �a3 0 0
0 �a4 0 0

2
664

3
775,

Bu1 =

0
0
1
0

2
664
3
775,Bu2 =

0
0
0
1

2
664
3
775

ð17Þ

Denote the characteristic polynomial of the error sys-
tem as l0 sð Þ, and choose

l0(s)= jsI� Lj= s+v0ð Þ4 ð18Þ

where v0 . 0.
Define the state of the error system

es = xd � x= b� � b g� � g½ �T ð19Þ

The dynamics of the error system can be written as

_es =Adxd +Bdud � Ax� B u+ d½ �
=Ades + Ad � Að Þx+Bdud � Bu� Bd

ð20Þ

Define a sliding surface as

s= es + l

ðt
0

es tð Þdt ð21Þ

where s= s1 s2½ �T, and l is a positive coefficient,

l=
l1 0
0 l2

� �

The system dynamics is

_s= les + _es ð22Þ

Due to (5), (10) and (19), (22) can be rewritten as

_s= les +Ades + Ad � Að Þx+Bdud � Bu� Bd

ð23Þ

Due to

d1 = z3 + e3
d2 = z4 + e4

ð24Þ

Then,

_s= les +Ades+ Ad�Að Þx+Bdud�Bu� B
z3 + e3
z4 + e4

� �
ð25Þ

Choose the sliding mode controller as
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u=B�1 l+Adð Þes + Ad � Að Þx+Bdud�½
B z3 z4½ �T � rs+hsgn sð Þð Þ

i ð26Þ

That is,

u=B�1 l+Adð Þ b� � z1
g� � x2

� �
+ Ad � Að Þ z1

x2

� ��
+Bdud � B z3 z4½ �T � rs+hsgn sð Þð Þ

i
ð27Þ

where x2 is a measured variable, that is, yaw rate g, x1
is replaced by z1 since x1 can not be measured directly.
The terms of z3 and z4 are the states of the ESO, r and
h are undetermined coefficient with

r =
r1 0
0 r2

� �
, h=

h1 0
0 h2

� �

Therefore, the dynamics of system (22) can be rewritten as

_s=� rs� hsgn sð Þ � B e3 e4½ �T ð28Þ

Analysis of robustness. Define a Lyapunov function

V :=
1

2
s2 ð29Þ

Then,

_V= s _s

= s �rs� hsgn sð Þ � B
e3
e4

� �� 	
= � r1s

2
1 � r2s

2
2 � h1 s1j j

�h2 s2j j � s1 s2½ �B e3 e4½ �T

 � ð30Þ

Due to

� s1 s2½ �ð B
e3
e4

� �� 	

4 s1 s2½ �j B
e3
e4

� �
= s1j j b11e3j j+ b12e4j jð Þ+
s2j j b21e3j j+ b22e4j jð Þ

ð31Þ

Hence,

_V4� r1s
2
1 � r2s

2
2 � h1 s1j j � h2 s2j j+

s1j j b11e3j j+ b12e4j jð Þ+ s2j j b21e3j j+ b22e4j jð Þ
= � r1s

2
1 � r2s

2
2�

h1 � b11e3j j � b12e4j jð Þ s1j j�
h2 � b21e3j j � b22e4j jð Þ s2j j

ð32Þ

Then, _V40 if the tracking conditions are satisfied

r1 . 0
r2 . 0
h1 . b11e3j j+ b12e4j j
h2 . b21e3j j+ b22e4j j

8>><
>>: ð33Þ

Remark 4. A smooth function con sið Þ39,40 is used to alle-
viate chattering phenomenon.

con sið Þ=
si

sij j+ §
i 2 1, 2f g ð34Þ

where § . 0.
Then, the control law is

u=B�1 l+Adð Þ b� � z1
g� � x2

� �
+ Ad � Að Þ z1

x2

� ��
+Bdud � B z3 z4½ �T � rs+hcon sð Þð Þ

i

Remark 5. Note that the input matrix of the vehicle
model with four-wheel steering chassis technology is
invertible, which provides a necessary condition for the
controller design.

Simulation

In this section, a nonlinear 8 DOF vehicle model, which
adopts the Dugoff tyre model, is chosen as the simula-
tion model.41 The vehicle parameters and controller
parameters are shown in Tables 4 and 5, respectively.

As shown in Figure 6, the parameters h1 =0:9 and
h2 =10 are selected. If the observation errors e3j j and
e4j j satisfy b21e3j j+ b22e4j j\ 10, the conditions in (33)
hold, that is,

h1 . b11e3j j+ b12e4j j
h2 . b21e3j j+ b22e4j j

Note that e3 = x3 � z3 and e4 = x4 � z4 shown in (16)
are deviations of lumped disturbances and observed dis-
turbances, which are small enough if the initial value of
disturbance observer is chosen appropriately.

Table 4. Parameters of vehicle.

Parameter Value

Vehicle quality (m) 1231kg
Distance from centroid to front axle (a) 1:035m
Distance from centroid to rear axle (b) 1:655m
Yaw moment of inertia (Iz) 3048:1kg �m2

Front wheel cornering stiffness (kf ) 39515:0N � rad�1

Rear wheel cornering stiffness (kr) 39515:0N � rad�1

Road adhesion coefficient 0:5, 0:9½ �

Li et al. 7



Remark 6. It should be noted that AGVs encompass a
wide range of ground vehicles, including autonomous pas-
senger vehicles, autonomous logistics vehicles and auton-
omous agricultural vehicles. The specifications of the 8
DOF vehicle model in this research are similar to those
of a D-class passenger car.

Case 1: Double lane change manoeuvre

In this subsection, a lane change manoeuvre is carried
out for AGVs, which evaluates the path tracking and
the lateral stability performance.

Scenario: the longitudinal speed of the vehicle is
20m=s, and the road adhesion coefficient is 0.9.

In Figures 7 to 9, the dash-dot line represents the
dynamic responses of the AGV with the LSC, that is,
vehicle trajectory Y, b and g, and the solid line repre-
sents the reference curves, that is, reference path froad tð Þ,
b� and g�. In Figure 7, the AGV can effectively track
the reference path. It completes automated driving
under double lane change manoeuvre effectively. In
Figures 8 and 9 the sideslip angle and yaw rate of the
AGV using LSC can track the ideal reference curves
accurately. Thus, the proposed control method can
ensure the lateral stability of the AGVs in the process
of lane change operation.

Case 2: Serpentine path manoeuvre

In this subsection, a serpentine path manoeuvre is car-
ried out for AGVs, which evaluates the path tracking
and the lateral stability performance of the AGV with
the proposed scheme.

Scenario: the longitudinal speed of the vehicle is
30m=s, and the road adhesion coefficient is 0.7.

In Figures 10 to 12, the dash-dot line represents the
dynamic responses of the AGV with the LSC, that is,
vehicle trajectory Y, b and g, and the solid line repre-
sents the reference curves, that is, reference path froad tð Þ,
b� and g�. In Figure 10, the AGV can effectively track
the reference path. In Figures 11 and 12 the sideslip
angle and yaw rate of the AGV with LSC can track the
ideal reference curves accurately. Thus, the proposed
control method can ensure the lateral stability of the
AGVs.

The simulation results from Case 1 and Case 2
clearly indicate the effectiveness of the proposed
method across various driving speeds and reference

paths, providing strong evidence for the efficacy of the
steering strategy. Moreover, the vehicle exhibits an
ideal response in terms of sideslip angle and yaw rate,
thereby showing the effectiveness of ESO-SMC in accu-
rately tracking the reference signals.

Case 3: Double lane change manoeuvre with
disturbances

Note that the ESO-SMC is designed to accurately track
the reference signal in the presence of disturbances in
this paper. In order to verify the effectiveness of the
proposed controller under disturbances, a linear quad-
ratic regulator (LQR) is carried out to track the refer-
ence signal under the same driving condition, in which
the steering strategy and reference model are the same
as the LSC. As shown in Figure 13, the scheme of con-
trol system is referred to as SR-LQR in this paper. The
parameters of LQR are

Q=
40 0
0 15

� �
,R=

1 0
0 1

� �
ð35Þ

Scenario: the vehicle’s longitudinal speed is 20m=s,
the wet cement pavement with a road adhesion coeffi-
cient is 0.6 and the crosswind with the speed of 5m=s is
acted at the centroid of the vehicle body.

In Figures 14 to 16, the dash-dot line and the dash
line represent the dynamic responses of AGV with the
LSC and the SR-LQR, respectively, that is, Y, b and g,
and the solid line represents the reference curve, that is,
reference path froad tð Þ, b� and g�.

In Figure 14, both of the AGVs with the LSC and
the SR-LQR can effectively follow the reference path.
It shows the proposed steering strategy can complete
automated driving under double lane change man-
oeuvre effectively. Furthermore, the yaw rate’s
responses of AGV also show that the proposed steering
strategy can ensure the performance of path tracking.
In Figure 15, both of them can track the ideal yaw rate
that influences the vehicle lateral displacement. In
Figure 16, ESO-SMC can track the reference signal
with a smaller error when vehicle is under cross-wind
disturbances. The large sideslip angle of AGV with the

Table 5. Parameters of controller.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

l1 800 l2 1000
r1 600 r2 500
h1 0.9 h2 10
kp 0.23 ki 0.002
kd 0.035 v0 2100

Figure 6. Controller parameter settings.
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SR-LQR has a negative influence on the lateral stabi-
lity at the same time. The proposed control method can
complete autonomous driving, and ensure the vehicle
lateral stability with respect to cross-wind disturbances.

Case 4: Double lane change manoeuvre under
different sprung masses

In general, the cornering stiffness perturbations are
caused by the time-varying tyre load variation, that is,
time-varying sprung masses. The lane change man-
oeuvres under different sprung masses are carried out
in this section.

Scenario: The vehicle longitudinal speed is 20m=s,
the road adhesion coefficient is 0.9, the vehicle load is
added to 1500 kg and the LQR parameters are the same
as (35).

In Figures 17 to 19, the dash-dot line and the dash
line represent the dynamic responses of AGV with the
LSC and the SR-LQR, respectively, that is, vehicle tra-
jectory Y, b g, and the solid line represents the refer-
ence curve, that is, reference path froad tð Þ, b� g�. AGVs
can follow the reference path with different stability
controller, as shown in Figure 17. Furthermore, both
the AGVs with the LSC and the SR-LQR can effec-
tively track the idea yaw rate, c.f., Figures 17 and 18. In

Figure 7. Path tracking performance in Case 1 (the blue line
represents the reference path, and the red line represents the
trajectory of AGVs with the LSC).

Figure 8. Slip angle response in Case 1.

Figure 9. Yaw rate response in Case 1.

Figure 10. Path tracking performance in Case 2 (the blue line
represents the reference path, and the red line represents the
trajectory of AGV with the LSC).

Figure 11. Slip angle response in Case 2.

Figure 12. Yaw rate response in Case 2.
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Figure 19, the LSC can track the ideal references with a
smaller error when the vehicle load is added to 1500 kg.
In summary, the proposed control scheme can achieve
automated driving and ensure vehicle lateral stability
even in the presence of parameter perturbations.

Conclusion

A novel lateral stability controller combined with a
steering strategy, reference model and an ESO-SMC
was presented in this paper. The steering strategy was
designed to obtain the ideal front wheel steering angle,
in which a fuzzy algorithm was adopted to adjust real-

Figure 13. The control system of AGV with LQR.

Figure 14. Path tracking performances in Case 3 (the blue line
represents the reference path, the red line represents the
trajectory of AGV with the LSC and the orange line represents
the trajectory of AGV with the SR-LQR).

Figure 15. Slip angle response in Case 3.

Figure 16. Yaw rate response in Case 3.

Figure 17. Path tracking performances in Case 4 (the blue line
represents the reference path, the red line represents the
trajectory of AGV with the LSC and the orange line represents
the trajectory of AGV with the SR-LQR).

Figure 18. Slip angle response in Case 4.
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time the parameters of steering strategy. The ESO-
SMC was designed to observe and compensate the dis-
turbances and the unmeasured state. Simulation results
show that the proposed scheme can accurately track
the reference path and effectively improve the lateral
stability, and dramatically reduce the influence of
uncertainties.

The control problem under the constant vehicle
longitudinal speed is addressed, whereas the control of
the longitudinal speed is not taken into account in the
present paper. Future research will take the time-
varying longitudinal speed of vehicles into account.
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